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Expert systems were the first successful implication of Artificial Intelligence to the purposes of business. Their decision-making was rule-based; it consisted of the great number of "if-then" rules. For instance, "If it is sunny, then I'll go swimming," and so on. Rule-based systems are the simplest form of Artificial Intelligence. There is every reason to believe that the recent advancements of Artificial Intelligence technologies would greatly contribute to the further development of expert systems. Today we can build robust Expert Systems which were only dreamt of several decades ago. It requires large amount of data and as always a team of professionals with substantial expertise in software development and Machine Learning. Related: what is explainable artificial intelligence and is IT needed? OECD principles on AI focus on AI that is original and trustworthy. Respect for human rights and democratic values are also strong focal points of these principles. Who are the people behind the OECD AI principles? Over 50 member expert groups on AI set up and now form the OECD to span a set of principles. Twenty government representatives and leaders from the business, labor, civil society, academic and science communities form this group of experts. Developing a system of metrics to measure AI research and development will be a strong orientation for the Recommendation. It will gather information in order to assess its implementation.
The authors review and categorize the research in applications of artificial intelligence (AI) and expert systems (ES) in new product development (NPD) act. The applications are categorized into five areas: expert decision support systems for NPD project evaluation, knowledge-based systems (KBS) for product and process design, KBS for QFD, AI support for conceptual design and AI support for group decision making in concurrent engineering. Brief review of each application is provided. An Expert System is defined as an interactive and reliable computer-based decision-making system which uses both facts and heuristics to solve complex decision-making problems. It is considered at the highest level of human intelligence and expertise. It is a computer application which solves the most complex issues in a specific domain. The expert system can resolve many issues which generally would require a human expert. Expert systems were the predecessor of the current day artificial intelligence, deep learning and machine learning systems. In this tutorial, you will learn: What is an Expert System? Participant in Expert Systems Development. Conventional System vs. Expert system. Human expert vs. expert system. Benefits of expert systems.